Using copper (a fast diffusing, multivalent acceptor impurity in Ge) we have shown that hydrogen can form complexes with multivalent acceptors. Hydrogen is incorporated in the Ge single crystal during its growth from a melt in a H2 atmosphere. By analogy with the interaction between lithium and multivalent acceptors we find two acceptor like complexes: Cu-H and Cu-H2. Using Photothermal Ionization Spectroscopy and Hall effect we assign the following energy levels:
INTRODUCTION
All high-purity germanium single crystals which are used in the fabrication of radiation detectors are pulled from a melt in a hydrogen atmosphere. Attempts to grow crystals in a different atmosphere (e.g. N2, Ar, He) or in vacuum have failed insofar as these crystals contain too many trapping centers, which lead to an incomplete charge collection in detectors. Because no electrically active role was ever attributed to hydrogen the explanation for its successful use was based on the easily achieved purity (Pd-diffusion) and its reducing nature (oxygensuppression) .
Considering that all group IIIA elements of the periodic system form shallow acceptors and all of the group VA elements except nitrogen form shallow donors in Ge and from the fact that these levels are nearly identical one would expect to find similarities also between the elements hydrogen and lithium. Both elements occupy interstitial sites in Ge, which makes them fast diffusers. In contrast to hydrogen, lithium produces a shallow donor level. The small size of the hydrogen atom is, in general, used as 
EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS
A large number of high-purity Ge crystals grown in hydrogen or nitrogen were available for our studies. Cu was introduced into 3 mm thick slices at 673K in aiargon atmosphere from an electroplated layer on the surface. The slices were kept at 673K long enough to guarantee a homogeneous distribution of copper throughout the sample. Prolonged heating was avoided since it reduces the hydrogen concentration in the samples. After diffusion the crystal slices were sectioned into 8 x 8 mm2 samples. The samples were lapped and etched, four In-contacts were soldered to the corners and using the van der Pauw geometry, Hall effect measurements were done between 300K and approximately SK. A typical result obtained with a hydrogen grown, dislocated (-103 cm-2) crystal #342-1.7 (Cu) which was lightly n-type (_ 1010 cm-3) before the copper diffusion is shown in Fig. 1 . It becomes immediately clear that besides the known copper level at EV + 44 meV several other levels were introduced during the copper diffusion which were not present before. At the low temperature end unknown levels near EV + 17 meV are deionizing. Photothermal Ionization Spectroscopy revealed two hydrogenic acceptors (At, A2) at EV + 17.0 and EV + 17.5 meV (Fig. 2) . The hydrogenic structure of the spectrum means that the levels are neutral and became singly ionized when they accept an electron. The EV + 44 meV level belonging to the substitutional copper is followed by an EV + 80 meV acceptor. This acceptor was assigned recently to the divacancy-hydrogen complex. Fig. 1 , but now doped with lithium, are shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 1 Fig. 4 We plan to investigate hydrogen complex formation with other deep acceptors. The influence of hydrogen on the radiation damage behavior of highpurity Ge detectors is expected to be important. The well known n-type 'coring' can now be explained with a radial dependence of the hydrogen concentration if we assume that hydrogen is compensating some of the dominent Al-acceptors. Near the seed end of the crystal the temperature falls more slowly and more hydrogen diffuses out of the crystal than near the tail end.
The 
